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BELIEF
The Root Of All Results
If you’re a coach or consultant who wants to use the internet as your main
CONTENT vehicle for creating CLIENTS…
…then I invite you to set aside 30 minutes without interruption and read
EVERY single word of this report.
Inside, you’ll nd the exact path I’ve used to move from random contentsharing on social media to a purposeful, simple, 3-step system that today
delivers clients consistently, month in, and month out.
Speci cally, I’m going to share a case study of EXACTLY how I earned
$24,000 in just 3 hours from content marketing, a feat that set my
business on a path to produce my rst million-dollar year.
I will also share with you how my clients have used my systems to achieve
outstanding results they previously thought were impossible.
We will discuss what I call ‘Pro table Happiness™’ — which is what you
get when the work and ideas that bring you happiness are integral to
making your business pro table.
Before we deep-dive into what Pro table Happiness is all about, let’s stop
for a moment and fully examine YOUR belief systems about the power of
YOUR content (your social posts, videos, podcasts, blogs, etc).
Question for you…
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Do you BELIEVE that your content has the power to produce for you a
‘million-dollar-year’?
If not, why not?
After all, with the coaching industry valued at $20 Billion and growing,
people are producing million-dollar-years online, all the time.
And if not, what DO you believe about the potential of your content?
What exactly is its purpose?
I’ve found that while many people would agree that content marketing is
a valid business growth approach, far too many of them rank it as a ‘niceto-have’, ‘secondary’, ‘indirect strategy’ when considering it’s importance
as a client-acquisition tool.
Why?
Because as a result of what they’ve been conditioned to see online, they
have a BELIEF that organic, inbound content does not create clients
quickly, directly, or consistently enough.
They can’t see the link between CONTENT (ideas that bring them
‘happiness’), and CLIENTS (the key to business pro t)!
I’m here to show you that with 3 speci c TWISTS in the way content
marketing is done, you can adopt a new, more empowering belief!
Here is the belief system you’ll learn from this case study report:
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“A community of content practice is the most
powerful way to create Pro table Happiness
and turn your Ideas To Clients. And
ClientJam™ is how you do it.” — Dr. Pelè
Bottom line: if there is one thing I’ve learned after coaching so many of
my clients, it is this:
BELIEF is the root cause of all results.
What we believe—whether we are aware of it or not—is what we move
toward and achieve.
But rst, walk with me back to how I discovered that a community of
content practice is the key to Pro table Happiness and converting Ideas
To Clients…
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MY ‘AHA’ MOMENT
The Awakening Of Profitable Happiness
Back in February of 2018, I walked away from a low-wage, fancy-titled job
as Vice President of Marketing to become a self-employed online
marketing coach.
I made the jump to start from scratch—zero, zip, nada—because I was
determined to become the master of my own destiny.
I wanted badly to overcome some deeply held beliefs of personal
unworthiness.
For years, I had struggled with a low self image and poor self-esteem,
which I’m now able to see was one of the reasons I had gone off to earn a
Ph.D. degree in the rst place.
A lot of people like to say they achieved their business success without
ever getting any degrees, but I was the opposite.
My African parents—both PHDs—had always told me “Son, get your PHD,
get a big-titled job, and you’ll always be nancially secure and pro table.”
So, I acquired all the degrees and fancy job titles I could get, but alas, I
found no nancial security or sustainable pro t from any of them!
Instead, my desire to feel accepted and validated externally led me to
pursue something that, if I’m being completely honest, did little more
than burn a $100,000 student-loan debt-hole in my pocket.
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In fact, after Ph.D. graduation I found myself barely able to make a
minimum wage. For me, the idea of nancial security from an education
and a job had become a bit of a cruel joke.
(One might say at least I wasn’t working at McDonald’s, right? We’ve all
heard horror stories of highly educated people who are jobless, broke,
and sometimes, even homeless.)
By the grace of God and my family’s support, I didn’t end up that way.
The great dif culty for me was that I found my happiness from—and
possessed signi cant expertise in—teaching, creating music, and
building software, but none of those creative pursuits rewarded me with
pro tability as an employee.
I was neither happy, nor pro table.
So I decided to quit.
And that’s when I experienced my ‘aha’ moment.
I realized that instead of working for fancy job titles and low wages, I could
transition to become a full-time online teacher and business owner, and
get paid for helping other people achieve their goals.
If you’re reading this right now, you’ve probably had a similar ‘aha’
moment in your life, when you realized there was SO much more for you
‘out there’ on the vast internet, where millionaires were being made daily.
You had some kind of expertise, something you loved to do, which
brought you immense ‘happiness’.
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You also knew you could use that expertise to help others and in turn,
produce for yourself a ‘pro table’ business.
So you thought to yourself, “maybe I could become an online coach or
consultant, help others with my expertise, and get paid for it.”
And that’s where your online business journey toward pro table
happiness began, as did mine.
But here’s what happened…
I thought perhaps I could quickly join the ranks of other online success
stories…
…but initially, I received a rude shock!
My rst year as an online coach was lled with ‘nothing but struggle'.
I paid several online training ‘gurus’ tens of thousands of dollars, hoping
to nd that golden nugget strategy that would build a successful
business for me online.
Nothing worked.
Over and over I would get thrown by these gurus into self-study ‘video
vaults’ and online group coaching programs.
After paying over $100,000 dollars to learn from different courses, I
ended up getting no attention from anyone regarding my speci c
business challenges.
It was sink or swim!
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Without a mentor, I tried all kinds of funnels, webinars, lead magnets,
video sales letters, trip-wires, high-ticket-this, low-ticket-that….you name
it, I tried it.
Still, no consistent results.
Luckily, every once in a while, I’d nd a client and my love of teaching and
helping people one-on-one would shine through.
That love for teaching and coaching—more than anything else—was what
kept me going, despite my inconsistent results.
During this time of struggle, for some reason, I still faithfully implemented
three CONTENT vehicles: my software, my music, and my recurring
podcast show.
These were the three places I kept and protected my dreams.
And they paid off!
With my podcast—Pro table Happiness™—I developed a system that
attracted several top, world-renowned online content and marketing
thinkers like Seth Godin, Neil Patel, and Ron Carson, all who taught me
invaluable lessons about how to achieve business success.
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Seth Godin read my book, ‘Social Velocity’, and was kind enough to
provide the following review for it, which I have proudly placed on the
front cover:
• “Dr. Pelè shows you just how much outbound marketing has

changed, and helps you nd your footing in a brand new world of
ideas.” — Seth Godin, author of THIS IS MARKETING
With my music—also called Pro table Happiness™—I was able to touch
people emotionally online, which earned me trust in their hearts. I was
nally ’doing what I loved’ as part of my path to pro t.
And with my software—VelocityJam™—I had built a small community
where I provided fellow coaches and consultants a resource that helped
them practice content marketing, get feedback, and ethically achieve the
kind of social media vanity metrics and ‘reach’ on their content that
‘engagement pods’ had become famous for.
These three content marketing assets earned me my rst 6- gure year,
but I quickly hit a ceiling and couldn’t scale beyond that initial level of
accomplishment.
To make matters worse, people everywhere were starting their own
engagement pods via email, WhatsApp, or other online tools.
This had the effect of making my old VelocityJam software a mere
‘improvement offer’—a slightly better mousetrap than the competition.
What I needed to offer the market was a differentiated, ‘new
opportunity’ to create drastically better—and different—business results.
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(A good example of the concept of a ‘new opportunity’ is Tesla, my
favorite of the cars I own. Instead of making a ‘slightly better’ car that ran
on gasoline, they created a totally different paradigm by building an
electric vehicle. It’s no wonder they are the highest valued car company in
the world as of this writing.)
One day, after years of struggling with these MARKETING assets, I
was in a conversation with one of my VelocityJam clients.
I asked him: “tell me what your greatest bene t was from VelocityJam.
Was it the chance to get more engagement and views on your posts?”
To my surprise, he said: “well, yes, and no….what I really enjoyed was the
client-getting feedback, networking, and inspiration from you and other
like-minded entrepreneurs in your community.”
That blew my mind!
Here I thought the real value of my software was the increased views and
engagement, when all along, it was the COMMUNITY it provided!
This threw me into a deep introspection and a ton of research.
I went about learning everything I could about the power of
communities.
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One trend quickly became obvious to me…
• Communities were not just a ‘nice-to-have’…
• Communities were the missing link in online business

development!
• Communities were in fact, the central place where trust is grown and

client SALES conversion is best achieved.
After looking into several social platforms, I discovered that Facebook™
Groups had the online industry’s most powerful implementation of
communities.
With these new-found learnings—in addition to the fact that Facebook has
publicly vowed to make Groups their key superpower—I decided to go
‘all-in’ on using Facebook to create a community around my offer.
With a few signi cant community-focused twists to my approach, I
created a rock-solid, repeatable 3-Step system:
‘Ideas To Clients’ — the top three online systems you must have in
place to consistently use your IDEAS to acquire CLIENTS:
• CONNECTIONS (increasing awareness and ideal client traf c)
• CONVERSATIONS (providing ongoing content to increase trust)
• COMMUNITY (the place where trust creates clients over time)

During my rst week of going ‘all-in’ with this new strategy, I found myself
closing 3 new clients in just 3 hours to achieve a $24,000 payday.
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This was a game-changer!
I had discovered a NEW opportunity!
I had made almost 5 times more in 3 hours than I did in a month at my
former 9-5 job!
I quickly put together everything I had learned, re-wrote my software to
accommodate the new approaches, and renamed it…
• CLIENTJAM™

Going forward from there, it was ‘rinse and repeat’.
I quickly discovered that a million-dollar year is nothing more than twelve
$85k months of consistently implementing the same strategy.
I was no longer in the business of merely helping people use content
marketing to achieve the vanity engagement metrics of ‘views’ and ‘likes’
online.
I was now in the business of helping people use CONTENT to CREATE
CLIENTS within COMMUNITIES, directly, consistently, and quickly!
Armed with this new, unstoppable content marketing and sales system, I
was ready for the world!
Now, you may be thinking, “good for you, but HOW do I do that?"
That’s what this special case study report is all about.
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I’ve decided to put together as comprehensive of a report as possible
about how YOU can get the kind of results I’ve achieved for your own
business, without any uff.
Why?
Why would I give away for free what I believe to be so valuable?
Simple.
Because I want you to take these strategies and ACHIEVE tangible results.
My belief is that if I can help you get positive results from this report, you
may eventually seek my help to implement everything you read here in
order to get to the next level of your success.
Bottom line is this…I learned somewhere that words are cheap.
If you want to show someone that you can help them…HELP THEM.
That’s what this report is all about.
I’m going to be completely transparent with my strategy throughout this
report so that you can take what you learn and hit the ground running.
So…are you ready for me to share with you the 3 SECRETS?
Are you ready to learn the ‘Ideas To Clients’ strategy for CONSISTENTLY
turning CONTENT into CLIENTS?
Okay … Let’s go!
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THE 3 SECRETS
…Hiding In Plain Sight
Let’s get a few things straight, right from the beginning…
No matter what you’ve heard on social media, I’m here to tell you that you
do NOT need a massive following, endless advertising budgets, or a
huge reel of client testimonials in order to start or grow a pro table
online business.
All you need is to set your GOAL and take speci c ACTIONS that inspire
TRUST with the people you interact with, regardless of their number.
By focusing on TRUST as your key strategy, you’ll discover that there are
essentially three secrets—hiding in plain sight—for building the business of
your dreams online, no matter where you’re starting from.

You have to (1) make trust-based CONNECTIONS with strangers, (2)
engage them in CONVERSATIONS that inspire emotion, and (3) involve
them in a COMMUNITY where their needs are met, (not yours).
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These 3 steps may sound ‘simple’, but they’re not EASY. You have to learn
the details and take speci c, targeted actions to see results.
Now, before we go deeper, let’s stop for a moment and do another quick
check-in.
• Can you see how a system that delivers trust-based

CONNECTIONS, CONVERSATIONS, and COMMUNITY might help
you create more CLIENTS in your current business?
Re ect on that brie y, and then let’s take a deeper look at each of the
three secrets….
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1. CONNECTIONS
You Don’t Need A Massive Following!
Everywhere you go online, it seems like you hear people implying that
you need a massive following and lots of content to grow your business
on social media.
Here are the facts we can agree on…
• It is absolutely true that if you don’t have a consistent pipeline of new

CONNECTIONS (friends, followers, etc), learning about you and your
offer over time, you’ll have no hope of scaling your business.
However, just a handful of new connections will do for getting started,
as I’ll show you in this report.
• Also, let’s agree on another fact: your vehicle for attracting those

connections in the rst place is your CONTENT. You will have to learn
how to create and deliver quality content online, whether you share it
organically or through paid advertisements.
But that’s where our agreements with popular opinion end.
There is a wide spectrum of disagreement on what to actually DO about
your content. Let’s discuss both sides of the argument…
• On one side of the spectrum, the popular advice for using your

content to grow in uence and connections is that you should “post
content ALL the time.”
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• On the other side, some people are telling you to NEVER post

content because no one reads it anyway. Instead, they say, just run
Ads on social media.
Regardless of where you are on this spectrum, I want you to know that
this is one of those situations where everyone can be a little right!
When it comes to ORGANIC growth versus PAID growth, the answer is…
…you can do BOTH …
But the secret lies in knowing WHY and WHEN to do them.
If you look at the diagram below, you’ll see that according to Chet
Holmes, only 3% of all people who see your offer will be ‘ready to buy’
from you at any given time.

67%
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That means if you’re SELLING through Outbound Paid Ads, you’re really
only connecting with a little over 3% of your target market.
What about the remaining 67% who aren’t quite ready to buy now, but
might be convinced to buy from you later?
You may have heard the saying, “the Fortune is in the Follow-Up.”
Can you see how it would be a massive mistake to ONLY target the 3%
who are ready to buy now and leave the rest on the table?
Can you also see how it would be a huge mistake to NOT have an organic
content strategy for the 67% who aren’t ready to buy right now?
Your strategy to attract the 67% is called QUALITY CONTENT.
The purpose of creating ongoing content is to INSPIRE TRUST and
change the BELIEFS of the 67% who are still lurking on the sidelines, but
who may become interested in purchasing from you later on.
But here’s the question…
…even after you decide to focus on creating content…
…how do you consistently create QUALITY content?
Most people struggle with this, and they end up defaulting into a kind of
documentary-style posting approach where they end up almost
exclusively talking about themselves.
Or they develop ‘writer’s block’ and just give up.
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Others try really hard to come up with interesting content, but when they
don’t get many views online, they end up giving up as well.

That’s why I developed ‘I.D.E.A.S. 365’
I.D.E.A.S. 365 is a way of coming up with high quality content posts that
are ALL about your ideal client—not YOU—with the ability to do so for 365
days per year if you wanted to!
Let me explain…
If you nd yourself exclusively sharing content that is ONLY about you
and the way you see the world, you’ll nd that your audience will
eventually tune out.
On the other hand, if your content connects emotionally with your
audience consistently because you’re discussing topics THEY care about,
they will stay tuned.
That’s what I.D.E.A.S. 365 helps you do.
It gives you a framework for creating content that follows what I call ‘the
5 psychological buying phases’, otherwise known as the ’customer
journey’ of your ideal clients.
Here’s how it works…
Every buyer goes through the following psychological phases: INTEREST,
to DESIRE, to EDUCATION, to ACTION, to a SALE.
It is our task as content marketers to provide them with engaging and
inspirational content that moves them through their buying phases.
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Now that you have a framework for creating content your ideal clients will
care about, you need a tool that helps you create trust-building,
engaging content every single time you post.
The process we use to build these kinds of client-getting posts is what we
call ‘H.E.A.R.T’….meaning, each post should be:
• Helpful
• Educational and Engaging
• Actionable
• Relevant and Relatable
• Trust-inspiring

Think of how we buy things on Amazon.
What’s the rst thing most of us do?
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We go look at the reviews section.
In many ways, that’s the same thing people do when they rst connect
with you or meet you.
They go ‘check out your content’ to see if you are truly who you say you
are.
Your content becomes, in many ways, the LAST word in a buyer’s decision
to connect with you, grow to trust you, and begin to consider your offer.
One of my clients, Matt, was able to earn a
whopping $150,000 from a single consulting
contract, just 30 days after launching his
program on LinkedIn, with no advertising — all
organic!
To achieve this, we created a content STORY
for him that bypassed the minds and
addressed the hearts of his ideal audience.
We then launched his new story as the main content vehicle for attracting
high-value connections into his business ecosystem. The rest, as they say,
is history.
Now you know WHY you should be sharing content, but what about
WHEN?
You may have heard about the ongoing, raging debate about WHEN one
should use organic versus paid advertising content on social media.
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Some say you should start out in your business by doing content
organically and wait until you’re earning $10,000 per month or more
BEFORE you advertise.
Others say advertise immediately, right from scratch.
What I’ve found through years of testing is that the best threshold is not
how much money you’ve made, but rather, the VALIDITY and salability of
your OFFER itself.
Don’t run ads before you have a proven, valid offer that you’ve seen bring
REAL value to your target audience.
If you run ads before your offer is ready, you’ll waste money
unnecessarily. In fact, it would be kind of like backing up a truck and
loading up dollars to send to Mark Zuckerberg.
What you should do BEFORE you run Advertising is share Content
Organically to TEST out and VALIDATE your offer!
This will give you valuable practice, feedback, and real-world testing with
your target audience, so that when you do have a validated, solid offer,
your advertising will work as it should!
Here’s how sharing content organically works in a nutshell:
• You nd WHERE your ideal clients are on social media.
• You use ClientJam to consistently share your CONTENT there.
• Those who nd your content valuable will self-select and accept

your invitation. It’s important to note that starting from scratch,
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you don’t need more than 50-100 new connections to begin
converting them to clients because each of them will have
already been ‘pre-sold’ on your content and would have decided
for themselves that they want to follow you.
• Once they become active followers of the content you provide

on a regular basis, you’ll be able to slowly but surely NURTURE
them through the ‘know-like-trust’ cycle and convert them into
clients.
Imagine waking up each and every day to nd NEW people interested in
your offer?
And imagine doing that WITHOUT having to spend $3,000+ per month
on Facebook, YouTube, or LinkedIn Advertising?
This is the rst SECRET for how
ClientJam helps you organically
attract new ‘eyeballs’ for your
content, every single day.
And after you have tested, solidi ed,
and validated your offer with this
Organic strategy, you can then
transition to Advertising with con dence!
Now that you have a captive audience of ideal prospects, your next task is
to involve them in ongoing value-based conversations through the
content you share.
Let’s take a look at how you do that, next….
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2. CONVERSATIONS
You Don’t Need To Be A Top ‘Influencer’!
If your goal is to use content marketing as a vehicle to attract clients and
grow your business, let’s bust another popular myth right now…
…you do NOT need to be ‘internet-famous’ to get clients!
However, you will invariably run into—and will have to solve—the following
three main challenges:
• REACH (whether anyone actually sees your content)
• RESULTS (how to know what’s working—or what’s not working)
• RELATIONSHIPS (how to convert your audience into clients)

Let’s start with REACH:
One of the biggest challenges we all face with content marketing on
social media is that the platforms themselves (Facebook, LinkedIn,
YouTube, etc.) are all working against us!
You heard that right…
Whenever you share content, you’ve probably noticed that only a very
small handful of people ever see it! (I like to say at least 3 people will see
my posts; my best friend, my wife, and my Mama! :-)
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This is because these social platforms are designed to actively suppress
all posts except those they believe have high ENGAGEMENT.
Why?
Because they want to have lots of engaged eyeballs on their platforms at
all times to increase the value of their advertising channels.
(Sure, one may think these platforms are ‘free’ until you realize that WE
are the product!)
So if you want to have people actually see your content, you will have to
make sure that what you share appears to be ‘engaging‘ when you create
it.
Without going into all the details of how this works, let me basically tell
you this…
If your post has a certain number of views, likes, and comments within a
short period of time, the social media platforms will automatically
promote and label your content as ‘engaging’.
From there, your post will become more widely shared.
We call this an ‘Engagement Bounce’ and you need it if you’re going to
increase your REACH and get your message out on social media!
One of my clients, Jim, shared that he received a
726.93% engagement bounce on LinkedIn after he
completed his very rst ClientJam!
So, you may ask, what is the SECRET for increasing
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your content REACH on social media?
Well, here’s the answer if you’re using ClientJam…
There are two ways you can increase your social REACH:
• SOLO JAMS
• GROUP JAMS

First, What Is A Jam?
• A ‘Jam’ is kind of like when musicians come together to rehearse.
• They practice, share content, and give each other feedback.
• They record and store their practice so everyone can see what

they did and can get better much faster because of the
repetition and accountability in their process.
These simple processes can be applied to any community of practice.
Instead of creating music, you are sharing content—posts, videos, lives,
etc.—online, either by yourself (SOLO JAM), or with others (GROUP JAM).
After you share your content on a social media platform, you then copy
the ‘URL’ link of that post and record it inside ClientJam.
That’s it!
Doing this keeps a RECORD of your posts and STORES them in one
place as you evolve your content marketing over time.
ClientJam™, Page 26
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This kind of storage alone is priceless. If you try to nd your best
shared content on social media, you will be ‘scrolling’ for days!
SOLO JAMS are when you share content using ClientJam by yourself,
anytime.
GROUP JAMS are when you register on ClientJam to share your content
along with other people at a speci ed time.
Now, here’s how you use BOTH methods to create an engagement
bounce and increased REACH so that your content will be more widely
seen by your ideal clients…
In a SOLO Jam, ClientJam helps you invite your friends and connections
by EMAIL to engage with your post.
• When those people react to your post, you’ll get immediate

engagement and the social media platform will rank your post
higher.
• What this means is that Facebook, LinkedIn, or YouTube, etc., will

put your content in front of more of your ideal clients.
On the other hand, in a GROUP Jam, you would have the bene t of a
group of people sharing content at the same time as you, and giving you
that engagement bounce instantly on social media.
• The other advantage of jamming with a group in ClientJam is that

you will get their instant (quanti ed) FEEDBACK scores on the
quality of your content!
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Can you see your business bene ting from more of your ideal clients
seeing your content?
This is an awesome way to
PRACTICE and improve your
content quality over time.
And content QUALITY is the
best way to ensure that more
of your ideal clients will see
your posts.
Last time I checked, the best
way to get better at anything is to actually do it, practice it, and get
feedback about it.
When it comes to content marketing, ClientJam is a unique community of
practice that is designed to help you get BETTER at your content.
One of my clients, Jon, was able to replace a
6 gure annual salary in just 90-days of
leaving his job using our system!
Regardless of where you are in your journey,
you can begin sharing your content with
con dence!
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Now let’s talk about RESULTS:
Another one of the challenges with traditional content marketing is that it
can sometimes feel like you are sharing content ‘blindly’.
You have no way of knowing which content is working (or NOT working)
to drive interest and bring clients closer to you.
We’ve all heard the saying, “you can only improve what you measure…”
Well, if you can’t see RESULTS that show you how your content is working,
you’ll never have any way of improving it’s QUALITY, which frankly, is the
most important element of your content.
Let’s be clear….we are NOT talking about results in terms of ‘likes’, ‘views’,
and ‘shares’ of your content…those are vanity metrics.
(I like to use this example…if I share a video of my cute cats and dogs,
sure, I can get a million vanity likes and views…but how many of those
people will buy my business offer? Unless I’m selling cats and dogs, those
views are useless to my business!)
Which begs the question… what kind of results must we track in order to
improve our ability to attract and convert clients?
And the answer is…
• Client Behavior…

When clients FOLLOW your content back to your funnel, lead magnet, or
sales page, THAT is the best indicator on the planet that your content has
been effective.
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ClientJam helps you see this client behavior for all of your content in one
place so you can compare visually what’s working and what’s not over
time.
By the way, if you tried to nd your highest-performing posts right now on
social media, you’d be scrolling through your posts for DAYS trying to
gure it out.
Fortunately, ClientJam makes this easy.
With a simple, clean
interface, ClientJam
allows you to search
through ALL of your
shared content on any
social media platform and
see instantly what is
working so you can create
more high quality content
for your ideal clients.
Let’s stop and review something for a second…
Why exactly is it important to create QUALITY content?
Here’s why…
Quality content invites engagement and conversations…

…and Conversations Create Clients!
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ClientJam makes creating high-quality content easy by:
• Allowing you to PRACTICE and get FEEDBACK scores on your

content so you can improve its quality and ability to inspire
conversations.
• Giving you the natural ENGAGEMENT bounce from both SOLO

and GROUP JAMS that pushes your content to more eyeballs.
• Easily STORING and seeing—from TRACKING LINKS—how your

ideal clients behave in response to your content over time.
Now that we’ve discussed how to get increased content REACH and
client behavior RESULTS, let’s discuss the third and arguably most dif cult
challenge …
…how to grow trusted RELATIONSHIPS with your prospects and convert
them into clients!
And remember, THIS is also where my biggest ‘aha’ came from…
Let’s go!
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3. COMMUNITY
‘Funnels’ Don’t Build Client Relationships!
Whenever I host in-person seminars or online ‘lives’, I like to ask the
following question:
WHY DO PEOPLE BUY FROM YOU?
I then collect a list of all the reasons my audience thinks that people buy
and after we list them all out, they quickly discover that people don’t buy
because of ‘funnels’.
Almost every single reason people buy has to do with building trustbased client RELATIONSHIPS through the strategic use of:
• PSYCHOLOGY

Many of us are aware of the saying, “people buy based on EMOTION,
and then justify later with logic.”
But what isn’t always obvious is that buyer EMOTIONS happen only after
certain PSYCHOLOGY TRIGGERS are presented by the seller.
From THERE, buyers THEN make their emotion-based buying decisions.
So, if you want to truly master how to convert prospects into clients, you
have to learn when, where, and how to place the appropriate
PSYCHOLOGY TRIGGERS in front of them to generate the speci c
emotions you want to inspire.

fi
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Let’s start with HOW to place the right PSYCHOLOGY in front of
prospects…

Robert Cialdini is an American psychologist who is famous for
documenting some of the most common psychology triggers available to
sellers (the rst 7 triggers in yellow above).
In my own research, I’ve uncovered an additional 10 triggers, (on the
right, in white), including the black one in the middle, which I believe to
be the most powerful psychology trigger of all…STORY.
• What you do is intentionally insert psychology triggers into any

content your ideal prospects will see (posts, videos, email etc.).
This is HOW you help people buy from you.
Now, let’s look at WHEN and WHERE you should apply these triggers.

fi
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Until recently, the most popular ways of earning clients involved instant
funnels that took strangers from a post or advertisement, straight into a
video presentation, and then into a sales meeting.
But the market has gotten wise to that strategy.
(Now, it’s seen as too SPEEDY, kind of like trying to get married on a rst
date.)
So, what you really need is a safe space—a COMMUNITY—to collect
your ideal clients and hold their attention for an extended period of
time.
In short, “Slow and Steady wins the race”…and as I wrote in my book
Social Velocity, “Going Fast Won’t Get You Far!” Groups are undeniably
the best way to build RELATIONSHIPS and REACH many of your ideal
clients at the same time.
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When you create a community, you can slowly but surely drip out to your
ideal clients tons of value, training, support, help, and most importantly, a
shared vision for success.
When all of these things are in place and you add a repeatable, weekly
schedule of income-producing activities, you will quickly realize that …

Community Is Where You Help People Buy!
And the best way to create that community, is with Facebook™ Groups!
(Standalone software community solutions don’t have the advantage of a
ready-made source of new members from the larger social media
platform).
So I ‘bolted’ on a Facebook Group to ClientJam so that joining the former
meant automatically joining the latter…
… and I discovered a powerful thing….
I now had a safe space where I could slowly but surely provide great
value and build trust-based RELATIONSHIPS at scale with my ideal
clients.
This was PRICELESS!
When you’re sharing your content normally on social media—without a
group—you may get the ATTENTION of an ideal client once in a while, but
until you bring them into a community space where you can grow
relationships over time, you will nd it dif cult to build a consistent,
repeatable, daily, client-acquisition system.
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Without a group, you’re basically starting over with your ideal clients
each time you post or advertise!
And without a group, you aren’t leveraging the natural REPETITION that
happens in a community, which is the key to building relationships.
Remember, research shows that people need to hear your marketing
message at least 7 times before they are ready to take action!

A Community allows your message to be heard by more of your ideal
clients, repeatedly over time.

Now, back to how I earned $24k in 3 hrs…
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In the Facebook Group formula we teach our clients, we’ve developed
very speci c technology and income-producing activities.
We teach our clients how to track EVERY single activity each week for
building trust-based relationships with their ideal clients over time.
What we teach is a NEW approach to Facebook™ Groups…
When I ran one of these income-producing activities in my rst week of
launching my community, I was able to use it to set up 3 hour-long
meetings, back-to-back.
In those calls, I used our ClientJam conversion system to sell my highestpriced 1-1 Mentorship program …
… which produced $24k in just 3 hours.
Do the math!
Now, rinse and repeat.
As I said earlier, all you need to hit a million-dollar-year is $85k per
month.
Boom!

Here’s The Moral Of The Story…
Marketing changes all the time.
Marketing strategies and tactics will always come and go.
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What worked last year may not work next year.
But what NEVER changes is the psychology behind WHY people buy.
And that is what we teach…
A COMMUNITY is your psychological safe-space, where you can
slowly but surely leverage your IDEAS to invite your CONNECTIONS
into trust-based CONVERSATIONS that inspire them to become
CLIENTS.
This is the key.
Slow and steady wins the race.
Gone are the days of instant grati cation from running ads to evergreen
sales videos and expecting high-ticket sales.
The market has become jaded and people can easily recognize those
SPEEDY tactics.
What works now is what will ALWAYS work, which is this:
• Trust is the key to business relationships and client conversion.
• True Social Velocity happens INSIDE a community and takes time!
• People buy based on psychology-triggered EMOTIONS…
• You have to give your ideal clients a safe space to slowly but

surely arrive at the point of trusting you and being ready…in their
own timeframe, NOT yours!
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YOUR INVITATION
Are You Ready To Take Action?
As I mentioned at the beginning of this report, my goal is to HELP you.
I hope that you can see the value in what you’ve just learned.
Most of all, I hope that you will take action and implement these
strategies because frankly, KNOWING is not the key to success …
… DOING is!
And if you’d like my help in implementing what you’ve read inside of this
report …
… here’s what you can do next.

BOOK your free 15-minute Forecast Call with me today.

During that forecast call, we will help you diagnose what challenges you
may be facing right now in acquiring clients into your business.
If based on what we learn, we can con dently forecast that you will be
successful using our ClientJam Ideas To Clients system, we will then walk
you through a step-by-step process that you can implement to reach your
revenue goals.
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We’ll also explain our program in detail and share with you how to get
started creating more CONNECTIONS, CONVERSATIONS, and
COMMUNITY around your offer.

Tap here to BOOK your free 15-minute Forecast Call now.

We hope you’ve received signi cant, actionable value from this report.
When we created this, we didn’t want to create just another low-value
‘freebie’, so kindly excuse the LENGTH of this report!
We wanted this to be something that will inspire you to tangible, speci c
action!
And whether or not we work together, we hope you’ll actually use these
ideas to grow your business!
All the best,
Dr. Pelè
CEO, CLIENTJAM™
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